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The Practical Task is designed for candidates 

 to resolve a range of authentic problems associated with the planning, 

construction, maintenance and conversion of a building 

 normally faced by a building surveyor in real life. 

 

It entails the understanding of basic technical knowledge and skills 

 to explain building elements, components and construction details, 

 and needs the application of a high level of analytical and critical capacity 

of problem solving. 
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Feasibility Study 

To Convert an existing School Building to a new Columbarium 

 

 

Feasibility Study ≠ Conversion Project 

可行性研究 不是不是不是不是    改建項目 

 

 

 



The Building 

 

The existing building is the Annex Block of the former Lee Wai Lee campus at Renfrew 

Road 聯福道 close to junction with Hereford Road 禧福道 in Kowloon Tong.  The site is as 

delineated on the attached block plan.  Also attached are the plans of the ground to fifth 

floors together with the roof plan of the existing building.  Sectional plans, elevations 

and structural details are not available. 

 

 

 

Former public school building  ����  No BRAVO record 

 

 



Pre-conversion technical considerations 

 

There are bridge links between the Annex Block and the Main Building.  Consultants 

must advise how such connections could be removed to isolate the Annex Block. 

 

As the building is over 40 years old, consultants must advise how the existing building 

services and provisions could be properly removed; and how latent defects, including 

asbestos if any, could be detected and rectified. 

 

Consultants must also advise how structural suitability could be assured, and what, if any, 

structural strengthening is necessary. 
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The Proposal 

 

It is proposed to establish a Green Family Columbarium to provide value-added 

services to family clients, including but not limited to: 

1. spacious niches that can accommodate 6 or more urns belonging to the same family, 

2. spacious areas for family gathering, meditation, leisure, and refreshments, 

3. ancillary reception and catering services to visiting families, and 

4. sufficient on-site parking for large volume of commuters. 

 

Consultants must illustrate the feasible disposition of various accommodations and 

justify their allocations with supporting data in compliance with all relevant statutory and 

regulatory requirements. 
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家族骨灰龕園 vs    家族墓園 



Green elements 

 

The new Columbarium must be able to achieve the highest environmental and safety 

standards.  The building and the surrounding grounds should be properly greened and 

landscaped to instigate a peaceful and welcoming ambience.  Consultants must advise 

what level of such standards their proposals could achieve. 

 

Consultants should also advise if ash scattering pools 撒灰池 could be incorporated in 

the design, and how the accumulated ash could be self-disposed. 
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要保存骨灰在龕內長久供奉，又要撒灰，合邏輯嗎？ 

 



Technological innovations 

 

Consultants are free to recommend any innovative provisions or state-of-the-art 

technology that could enhance the service of the columbarium and to reduce its running 

and maintenance costs. 
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提高服務質素，減低營運成本 



Planning approval 

 

The lease of the lot is basically an open lease with no specific restrictions except to confine 

the ingress and egress point to where the existing gate is.  However the new columbarium 

use is subject to planning approval.  Consultants must advise how such planning 

approval could be sought.  Consultants should also advise what emphases could be 

presented to the Town Planning Board to support our application. 
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Site visit 

 

The site is open from 9:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. on Wednesday 7 November 2018 and 

consultants may attend in person to conduct visual inspections.  Personal assistants will 

not be allowed.  Visiting consultants are reminded to observe site instructions and be 

mindful of their own safety.  Consultants are free to take site measurements and 

photographs but cannot conduct any testing whatsoever of the building elements or 

services.   
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Caveat   ����   Consultants should need no cautions 



Presentation of proposal 

 

Consultants will present their proposals individually on Saturday 10 November 2018 for a 

maximum of 25 minutes and should be prepared to elaborate on specific issues.  They 

may adopt any mode of presentation except electronic means.  They should also 

prepare 4 identical sets of handouts, each containing not more than ten (10) A4 size 

single-sided prints to illustrate the salient issues of their proposals. 
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Handouts  ≠  Speaking notes 


